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Hello and welcome to the 1st edition of 
Tibby Olivier Lifestyle magazine, Tibby 
Times.

We would like to share with you our 
unique stories and offer you an insight 
into the  wonderful world of Tibby Olivier 
Skincare.

Our Heritage
Founded in Lancashire in 2004 with 
our proud Made In Britain flag, Our 
ethos remains to innovate exceptional 
unique beauty products that are all 
encompassing for you, made with super 
natural ingredients.

Our Promise
To bring you miracle products that 
you will love, that are rare, exceptional, 
unprecedented.

Our Science
Our products are innovated with 
scientifically-proven, medically-accepted 
ingredients and technologies, overseen by 
a contingent of doctors and scientists for 
proven results. 

Our Inspiration
To innovate, create and design the best 
beauty products that are unparalleled in 
the beauty market today.



Why LOVE US?
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One of a kind formulas 
We formulate from real concerns and 
needs, filling gaps we see in the beauty 
market, to name a few - Faith Lift Non-
Surgical Face Lifting skincare, to Shrinking 
Inches with our clinically proven body 
wrap Shrinking Violet.  Then the Duchess 
Soothing Waxing Kit, No Ouch required, 
hair removal kit formulated to protect & 
calm the most sensitive skin.

We explore ways to harness the gentle 
healing power of skincare containing 
natural and results drive ingredients. 

We supply more than 10,000 beauty 
salons & spas worldwide, we would like 
to take this opportunity to thank you all, 
for your valued support making you true 
Tibby Olivier aficionados sharing a love of 
natural beauty.

Made in small batches 
We consider ourselves to be skincare 
connoisseur’s using only the freshest & 
best ingredients to truly nurture the skin.

The Art of Therapeutic Therapy and The 
Tibby Olivier Aesthetician 

“Feel renewed, reinvigorated and refreshed” 

What makes our products so special 
also forms the basis of our facial and 
body treatments by using lymphatic 
stimulation, we provide stimuli that boost 
regeneration and wellbeing.

We NEVER test our products on animals 
only on ourselves.



Pro Beauty Rebels
Rebels With A Cause - Shrinking Inches

When the first Tibby Olivier products 
appeared on the market 15 years ago, 
the concept of a fat busting body 
wrap Shrinking Violet was something 
entirely new, we felt like rebels when we 
developed the pioneering formulations. 
The aim was to make use of the powers 
of nature for skincare through the 
application of our knowledge and our 
own processes. Launching at a time 
when the professional body wrap really 
needed an overhaul, we offered a fresh 
perspective on natural ingredients that 
with innovation there where products that 
really delivered, offering skincare regimes 
and treatments that are completely 
unique.

With the worldwide success of Shrinking 
Violet, we expanded our body treatment 
range to encompass Shrinking Therapy, 
a spa rituals programme, firstly Shrinking 

Violet slimming solution in a inch loss 
bath, followed by a Shrinking Inch Loss 
Massage or a Shrinking Violet Body 
Wrap or for a double dose Shrinking 
Extreme Boosting (massage & body 
wrap), our demand for these wonderful 
spa rituals grows worldwide daily. The 
Shrinking Therapy spa rituals programme 
was firstly exclusively used by The Sha 
Wellness Clinic in Spain and still remains 
one of their most popular treatment 
programmes at their weigh loss centre.

We have also devised a brand new 
slimming solution aimed at clinical 
practices, Shrinking Violet Lipo-Pro can 
be used as a stand alone formula for 
medical clinics & medi-spas, doctors & 
nurses or in conjunction with patients 
having liposuction, lasers, cavitation and 
ultrasound procedures. 



We are always inspired to continue the passion brought to the company. 15 years later 

we still remain highly committed to the revolutionary spirit of our early days.

This year we launch Theradeep a completely new Therapeutic Massage Therapy and 

Massage Oils - with natural pain relieving qualities, and Blue Venom a high performance, 

next generation  skincare range, targeting the multiple signs of ageing combined with 

blue light protecting actives, natural ingredients and recipes that not only beautify but 

nourish and care for your wellbeing too.

We are extremely proud to announce our 15th anniversary this year and to celebrate this 

special occasion we have launched our exciting brand new Theradeep & Blue Venom 

ranges, available to purchase now!

A unique blend of blue light protecting actives 
& bee venom for advanced technology and 

natures own powerful resources, ensuring you 
can experience your best skin, for an extremely 

long time.

Our pre-launch is to introduce our new ranges by offering our fabulous Tibby Olivier 

professionals the opportunity to try them out before launching to the professional 

beauty market. 

BUY NOW

Buy Pre Launch Theradeep Pro Kit & Blue Venom Pro Kit and receive an exclusive VIP 

training portal access.

Yes, we have been super busy inventing and innovating to keep you our therapists 

trained in the most advance beauty treatments available and assist you in introducing 

them to your clients and spas.

Therapeutic Massage Therapy 
& Massage Oils, 

for natural pain relief.
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theradeep
“The power to relieve pain is even greater 
than the power to inflict it”

Theradeep - Therapeutic Massage 
Therapy and Massage Oils
Our exclusive therapeutic massage 
therapy and accompanying massage oils 
are recommended for those that have 
chronic pain or are regularly active, a 
renewing therapy that hones your level of 
pressure, with therapeutic flow that allows 
for blood circulation, embodiment & relief 
of pain. Relaxing & eases muscle tension 
with targeted focus for rehabilitating 
injuries.

“Works exceptionally well with back pain 
after trying everything to no avail, 

this is the only treatment that genuinely gave 
me notable relief and helped me get back to 

work.”

******

“Over recent months I have tried several 
treatments and lots of other products to ease 
my neck pain but this treatment has been the 
most successful and I would recommend to 

anyone Theradeep.” 

****** 

“Superb treatment, great on my whole body 
not just my frozen shoulder, what joy to find 
a treatment that actually works, I could cry 

with relief.”

****** 

“Very effective definitely helps with the pain, 
highly recommend this treatment and oils.”

******

“Perfect for my hip and knee pain gave 
immediate relief.”

In The Treatment 
Room
Exclusive formulas for professional use 
only. TIBBY OLIVIER PRO products 
incorporate the latest plant discoveries 
and scientific innovations from Tibby 
Olivier research. Designed exclusively for 
use during Tibby  Olivier Treatments, their 
textures have been developed to adapt to 
the expert hands of our Beauty Therapists 
and to enhance the sensations and 
treatment results you experience.
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BLUE VENOM Facial
Bee venom works in synergy with a 
unique complex of plant stem cells 
combined in our blue light protection 
aiding to restore conditions of 
chronological ageing and digital pollution. 
healthy glow effect restored and the 
complexion radiance revived. This double 
deep formula enhanced by bee venom 
helping to smooth out and plump 
out fine lines and wrinkles, giving an 
immediate anti-ageing effect and lift.

Believer 
“I love this product line, the best I have ever 

tried and I have used all the other bee venoms 
available, no comparison to this beeeeeliever!”

Lifted & Plumped
“I can see and feel the difference after this 

facial - amazing.”

******

Love, Love, Love
“Bought and will never be without i am in 

love with this range.”

******

Simply The Best
“Tried the rest, now try the best, you can feel 

the difference.”

******

Miracle Mask
“My mum looks amazing. I am thrilled too - 

miracle!”
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Tibby Olivier
Units 48-49C Fulwell Court

Redscar Business Park
Longridge Road

Preston
PR2 5LX

Telephone: 0161 327 0007
Email: info@tibbyolivier.com




